Introdaction
Let B be a finite dimensional Banach apace with the norm || • || . Denote by C(X,Y) the set of continuous functions defined in X taking values in Y; X,Y being arbitrary metric spaces, For x a ix1f...,xn), y = (y1,...,yn) € R n (R n -real n-dimensional space) we define x < y as x^ ^ for i = 1,...,n. We denote by | • | the norm in fi n . Let G c be a compact set, where R+ =C0, and G(x) = = ^60, We shall consider the integral-functional equation (1) u(x) = / f^x.s.u^s))) (da) f... H^ (x j .... / f.(. ,s,a(am(s))) (ds)p , u(fy(x)) uf^x))) ,
Hn (x) where P e C (G * B^.B), fj e C(G 2 * B,BJ, o^ e C(G,G), j » f^ 6 C(G,G), i » 1,...,k, are given functions,
-615 -2 K. Nowi cka j = 1,... t m, are gi ven sets and ot^i x) < x, (i 1 (x)< <x, Kj (x) c 6(xJ for i = 1,.., , m, i = 1,...,k, x G G.
We assume that H. j (x) contai ned in p^-di mensi onal hyperpl ane (1 < p^ < n), parallel to the coordi nate axes, and it is Lebesgue-measurabl e consi dered as a p^-di mensi onal set. Let L (H.(xj) denote the p. -di mensi onal Lebesgue-meaPj J j sure of Hj(x). We assume that p^ does not depend on x.
If a pj -di mensi onal hyperpl ane contai ni ng the set H^( x) is defi ned by the equati ons Cj . = S + t 0 o x t 2 = x t 2 »'"» x t r = x t r ' r -n -pj, then J g(x,s) (dsj p , where s = { f•••|S n ), denotes i) the pj -di mensi onal Lebesgue integral in the space °W"' x m ' m i 6 {{ 1 n ) ' { t 1"*'» t r}} 0^0 0 8 t 1 = "t.,* s t 2 = x t 2 » , "' s t r = x t r * Let A' = {i t p ± = n}, B' = {i : 1 < p ± < n} . By changi ng the notati on if necessary, we may assume that A' = {l,...,k Q }, B' = {k 0 +1,...,m}.
We defi ne the sets € {l,...,n|, j = 1,...,m,, in the fol l owi ng way: if the axis Ox^ is parallel to the p^-di mensional hyperpl ane, in whi ch the set H^(x) is contai ned, then i « ij, Put ffj = {l,...,n}-ffj.
For eaoh x e G and 3 * 1,...,in we i ntroduce the set Gj (x) by Gji*) = {s : s^^ » for ^ e 0 4 (xj for t^^}, where 1 ) « c(O. H^).
t± e FFJ and Hj(x) c G.J(XJ c G(X).
The p ^ ^di mensi onal Le be sgue-measure of is L p (Gj (x))= -n ^Hxk 
Some integral-functional equation
We adopt the following notation
For the arbitrary function z E C(G,B) we define z(|Mx)) « = (z(p.,(x)) ,... ,z (pi k (x))) • The equation (1) will then be rewritten
In this paper we prove a theorem on the existence of at least one solution x e C(G,B) of equation (2). We assume that ¥ and f^, where j = k Q +1..,m, satisfy the Lipschitz condition with respect to the k+m-k Q last variables or to the last variable respectively. The essential fact in our considerations is that we do not assume that the Lipschitz coefficients 1., of the function F, with resk pect to the k last variables, satisfy the condition ^^ 1. uniformly with respect to x € G.
) are given functions and (J^ix) < x for x e G, i » 1,...,kj 2° for x 6 G we have
3° for x 6 G we have 
unique in the set M(G,R + ) of the non-negative and upper semicontinuous functions; 2° the function z is a solution of the equation 
Nov we obtain (14) 
where d is the modulus of continuity for the function y. It follows from (15), (17), (18) and from the continuity of y, Up, ocj, (J^ that u r+1 is continuous. Putting
x € G, by induction we get (19)
•im-I^ = t£r+1 z)(x), r = 0,1,2,..., x 6 G.
In virtue of condition (7), it follows from (19) that (20) lim z (x) = 0 rand the convergence is uniform with respect to x e G.
Next we prove that (21) II u r+p (x) ~ u r (x) II < «pf*)» * eai r f p Indeed, ffom (13) and (14) it follows that ^21) is satisfied for r = 0, p = 0,1,2,..., x € G. If we assume that (21) holds for fixed r >0 and p = 0,1,2,..., x € G, then
How we obtain (21) by induction. By (13), (20), (21),we infer that the sequenoe {ttp} is uniformly convergent in 6 to the solution u of equation (12). Since the sequence {ttj,} is uniformly convergent in G and e C(G,B), we conclude by (14) that u e W. To prove that the solution u of (12) is unique in the set W considered. iJet us suppose that there exists another solution u ^ u and u e W. From Assumption H^ 2° we have
and by induction we get ), where 0 < âjJ ' < i, t ± e foixl* P 3 Pj
then Assumption H^ is fulfilled. We adopt the following notations
,v(t))>k = ^ ii<*>P(Pi(*).»i(t)).
1=1
Let v^ be modulus of continuity of |Jlt i.e. Proof. In virtue of Lemma 2, it follows that for each y e W we have Uy 6 W. It is sufficient to show that ||(Uy)(x+h) -(Uy)(x)l <J(x t | hi ) for x,x + h e G. Let us suppose that y 6 W and u(x) = (Uy)(x). We show that (29) || u(x+h) -u(x)|| < d(x,l hi ), x,x + h e G.
For j € a', writing for simplicity ds instead of (d8) n and defining the sets K?(x,h), Hl(x,h) by (16), we get -631 -
